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, Introduction. 
It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the irre-
duci1bili ty of two given sets of mathematical assumptions, 
one characterizing a finite projective geometry and the 
other characterizing a finite euclidia.n geometry. 
The subject is of particular interest because of its 
bearing upon the relations between euclidian geometry and 
proj ecti v:e geometry .. 
The paper will be divided into two divisions. In 
order to get the proper perspective, there will be given 
a brief historical sketch. This sketch constitutes Pnrt I. 
In Pa.rt II, the irreducibility of ea.ch of the given 





A mathematical science, a.s defined by J. VI. Young,l. is 
"Any body of propositions so arranged that every proposi-
tion after a. certain one ia a. logical consequence of some,~ 
or all that precede it •. " These pro po si ti ons must deal with 
some kind of concepts, called, for convenience, elements, 
and their relations. 
Some of these element·s are more simple than,othera. 
In order ·to have a clear definition, . the more simple must 
be used in defining the others. A S ·a CODSf3QUence, some 
elements must be left undefined, and certain proposi tiona 
must be regarded as more simple and more fundamental from 
which the other propositions ·must be deduced. Therefore, 
in setting up any mathematical. science, there must be a. 
set of undefined tenns and a set of unproved propositions. 
It ha.a been customary to use the terms axioms, postula.tes, 
and definitions. In this paper, the term assumption will 
be used to cover both axiom and postulate. 
In recent years, a.. considerable number of investiga-
tions have been made as to the number of assumptions re-
quired to establish euclidbm geometry. and in particular, 
a.s to .bow far this number can be reduced. 
The tendency to question the irreducibility of Euclid's 
assumptions seems to have begun wfth ~Euclid himself. 2 This 
is indicated by the fact that he avoided using his parallel 
axiom as long as possible. Accounts show that the ancient 
mathematicians· did not accept 11\tclid's assumptions as final. 
Numerous attempts were ma.de either to prove his parallel 
axiom or to show that it was not independent. 
The first notable advance was made in 1733 by Saccheri, 
an Italian Jesuit. priest." !le .·constructed what he thought 
wa.s· a new proof for the parallel axiom by the method of 
reductio a.d absurdum. He was tbe first to contempl:3.te the 
possi bili tY of an hypo theai.a contra.die ting Ettclid' s. Ac• 
cordingly, it seems just to' assign ·to him the honor of being 
the origin:itor of non-euclidian geometry. His work, however, 
was forgotten until Bel tra.mi cA.lled: attention to it near the 
end of the nineteenth century. 
1. Fundamental Concepts of Algebra and Geometry, page 2. 
2. J. w. Young, Fundamental Concepts of Algebra and 
Geometry, p~ge 26. 
6. 
After Saccheri's time, some of the moat brilli~nt 
. minds of the day lent their time and energy to investi-
gating the problem. c. F._ Guasa, after careful thought 
and study, decided the parallel a.xiom could not be proved. 
He a.lao discovered non-euclidian geometry but did not see 
fit to announce his discovery. 
The greatest credit, however, as pioneers in· this 
field seems to belong to J'ohn Bolya.i, a. Hungarian, and 
Nicholas Lobatchewsky, a ·Russian, since they not only did 
the moat brilliant work a.long this line but. also had the 
courage to give it to the public. ,5 r• 
, Their work was done during the early part of the nine-
teenth century~ They were the. first to publish a. new kind 
of geometry. vlhile the. work of these men was mainly in non-
euclidia.n geometry, their efforts la.id the foundation for 
showing the Jrreducibili ty of the 11'uclidian assumptions. 
. .... ' . 
Little attention was paid to the work of Bolyai and 
Lobatchewsky by' mathematicians until it was brought to their 
notice by Riemann in 1854 and R •. Baltzer in 1866. There was 
an immediate ~evi vaf of interest in the new possi bili ti es. 
It had been recognized that nine of 'Euclid 'a assumptions 
were ari.thrnetical in character and so applicable to all 
matb.ema.ti.ca.7 But the r.esea.rches of Beltrafr1i' in Italy a.nd 
Helmnol tz and Riemann in Germany led to the conclusion that. 
on· surfaces of constant curvature there may be three geome-
tries: Lobatchewskian on a surface of constant negative 
cµrvature, Riema.nnia.n on a surface of constant positive cur-
vature, and Euclidian on a surface of cons·tant zero curv.a-
ture. These ·three geometries contradict each other logicn.l.ly 
but not prac.tically, since, so far as yet known, all are 
applicable to our space. 
These researches and investigations brought into promi-
nence the underlying assumptions O·f ma.thematics. .More re-
cently, attempts ha.ve been made to :formulate and discuss 
these assumptions by ,a number of lea.ding mathema.ticia,ns, 
notably Pasch, Hilbert, Veblen, Peano, Yfni tehead, and. Russell. 
3. John Dolyai, The Science of ~bsolute Space, Transla-
tor's +ntroduction, George Bruce Halstead, XIII~ 
4. R. Bonola. No,n-euclidia.n Geometry, Pages 64 - 75. 
5. ·John Boly;tl, The Science o:f Absolute Space, Transla.-
tor' s Introduction, George Bruce Halstead, XXIV-XXX. 
The abstract formulation of mathematical science dates 
back to Moritz Pasch in 1882.s · At least, he was the first · 
to study in ·detail the point on a line and to establish the 
idea of betweenness. In 1893, Guiseppe Peano published a. 
treatise called Forrnula.rio di Matematico in which ·the most 
important p~oposi tions were de.~onatrated in terms of pure 
logic. In· 1899, David Hilbert published his F-0undationa of·· 
Geometry in which he used the Euclidian assumptions to 
prove his propositions. In this work, he discussed the 
irreducibility of his set of assumptions for Euclidian 
geometry. This work is .. a valuable· critical inveatiga.tion 
of the foundations of- Eucl_idian Geometry. 
In. 1904,1 Oswald VeblenlOproduced .one of the a~mplest 
and most ri goroua discussiona of the subject th~t has been 
written. In a clear cut way, he bases Euclidian G'eometry 
on. two undefi2ned terms and twelve assumptions· and proves 
the irreducibility of hie aasump·tiona. · 
" The most .formidable attempt to, examine and ·state the 
fundamental assumptions of mathematics is that of White-
head and Russ ell ·in thei·r four~volume wo:i1<: "Principia 
, Mathematica", published "Qy the o:xrord University Press, 
volume one ~ppearing ·in 1910• ·1 
:' 
A number of other ma thema. ti ci ans have devoted a. great 
deal of time to these fundamental aspects' of mathematical 
science, but these men seem to have made the greatest 
contri 'tutions in the general field· :and in the special field 
of geometry. 
7. J:ohn l3olyai, The Science of Absolute Space, Transla-
tor's Introduction, George Bruce Halstead. XX-XXI .• 
8. l!oritz Pasch, Vorlesungen l!ber neuere Geometrie, 
Leipzig, 1882. 
• ' ff 9. David Hilbert, Grundlagen der Geometrie, Gottingen, 
1899. ·'Translation by E. J ~ Townsend, Chicago, 1902. 
10. Transactions American Mathematical Society, Vol. V, 
Pages 343·384. 
Pa.rt II• 
In order :for any set of assumptions to be irreducible,11 
they must be consistent· (not contradictory), independent 
and sufficient. · · 
T~e question of consistency is very impo.rt~nt. · I:f 
they are not consistent, the structure breaks down. . Our 
test for consistency is by means of' concrete repreaenta.tion. 
As yet, no better test. tor conais~ency· is known.12 . 
Our assumptions are independ~nt, i :f no one can be de.;. 
rived from any of the others by3logica.l d'eductions.. Our method of sho~lng independence1 of a.n asswnption. consists, 
in setting up' a .. concrete example f'or which the particular 
a.aaumption ·in question is false while all of th.e other 
a.sawnptions are true. · 
Assumptions are said to be su:fficl.ent if all th~t is 
desired as inferences from them can be established without 
the use of further assumptions. It will be assumed in this 
pa.per that the given" sets of assumptions are sufficient. 
, The notions of class and belonging to a class are 'eas·en-
tial in any mathematical. science.14 
We assume a set S of elements El• E2, •••••• En, finite 
in numbe.r, having certain sub-sets called m-classes· and 
characterized in .. the first discus~ion by the set of assump-
tions A and J.n _the second dist:ussion by the set of assump• · 
tiona B given be1ow. 
. Assumptions A •. 
I. · I~. E1 and E2 are, distinct elements of S, . there is a:.t 
least on,e m•cl,ass containing both E1 a.nd E2• 
II. If. E1 and E2 are distinct elements of S, th.ere ls not 
more ,than one m•cl!!l.~B oonta.ining both, E1 and E2· 
III. Ev.ery two m-cla.saes have at. 1 east one elenent .or S .in . 
common. 
ll. Veblen and Young, Projective Geometry, .Vol. 1 1 
Pages 2 - 6. .. 
12.Ibid.J~~age 3, footnot~, and references there cited. 
13. J. w. Young, Tundamental Concepts of Algebra and 
Geome~ry, Page 43. 
14. Ibid., Page 47. 
a. 
IV. 'I1here exist.a at least one m•cl ':).SS. 
V Cl The elements of' S do not a.11 belong to the same 
m .... cJ.asa. 
VI o Bvery m-cl >t"J.f.lS conttl11a at len.st l'tl elements of S, 
where P is ~ul arbi trr!ry prinH1 number. 
VII. Mo m•ole.ss contains more th~m Ptl ele~nentn of s. 
Assumptions B •. 
I. If I!:1 and E2 ;ire distinct elements of s. ·thex·e is at 
least one m-class containing bot~h '1'£1 ".md E2• 
Ilo If E1 and E2 a.re distinct elements of S, there is not 
more tha..11 one m·•class containing both E1 and E2!D 
III. There exists at 1east one m-claaao 
IV. Jtvery m..-class contains at least P elartents of S, where 
1? ia n.n rl.r'bitr:1ry odd prime. 
V. 1fo rn•ol-aos containo more th'l.n P elements of s. 
VI. For every m-olaaa, t11ere e~ioto at i·en.ut one conjugate" 
m-class. 
Deflni tion--Two m-cla.sses with no element of S in 
common a.re called conjugates of ea.ch other. 
We now proceed to the proof of the consistency and in-
dependence .or e:rAch 0£ tl'1ese tv!o sets. of assumptions. 
Assumptions A. 
To illustrate cle.a.rly the method and for the sn.ke of 
en.oe in following the ~argument in the general c~se, the 
proofs will be given in detail for the c=-ises P=2. Pa3. 
arid p.:5. These will be follo-r.red by the. proof f'or an 
arbitrary prime I>. 
Case P=2. 
We ·wish to a.how 1'Wsm1rot1.ons A a.re consistent and in-
dependent _·fi1.hen Ptt2 and I..>tla3. 
Ct1n!dstoncyo Take as the set S the numbers (l .2,::;, 
4,5»6,7) arranged in the 7 m-clasaes as follows: 
1 l 2 2 3 3 1 
2 4 4 5 4 5 6 
3 5 6 7 7 6 7~ 
9. 
10. 
·These 7 elements in the 7 m•class~s indicated satisfy. 
assumptions A, arid the assumptions are· therefore cons is t~n~ :_ :·". when p;:2. · · 
. Independence of I. Take a.a the set S the 5 elements 
(E1 • · E2, E3, .. E4, E5) nrra.nged in the two ·m-claases .· . 
(E1Jl:2E3) and (E1E4E5), These f'i ve e:I:ementa and two m-cla.!JB-
ea satisfy all or· assumptions A except· I and I is f'alse. 
Independence of II~ Take as the ·aet S the 4 elements 
(E1,E2,E3,E4) arranged in the .3 m .... clasaea as follows: 
(E1E2E3), (E1E2E4) and (E2E3E4). ·These 4 elements and 3 m-clasaes satisfy all of assumptions A exoept II a.nd II is 
false. 
Independence of' III, Take as the set S the 9 elements 
of the determinant, 
A1 B1 C1 
A2 ~2 C2 
Aa .83 C3 
and the following 12 m-cl~aaes 'will be found to satisfy all. 
of assumptions A except III and III will be .false: 
The three classes {A1A2A3), .. (B1B2B3),,, ·(c1C2C3) formed 
from colu:mns ; .. . , . · 
The three classes (A{B1C1L (A2B2C2),, (A3B3C3) .fol'med from rows; . . . · ) 
. The six class ea ( ~1 E2 C3), (A3B2C1) , ( A1B3C2) , ( A2l3l C3 , (A2B3C1) and (A3B1 C2). l~rmed from tne determinant, ea.ch 
m-cla.ss containing one and only one el ernent from ea.ch row and column. 
Independence of IV. If we deny IV, IV is false but 
a.11 of the others are sa.tisfied<vacuoualy. 
Independence of V. , Take· as the set S .the 3 elements 
(E1, E2. Es) arranged in the single,m-clasa (E1E2E3). These three a!enents and one m-clasa aatis:fy assumptions .I, II, 
IV, VI ·and VII; III is trn.tisf~ed vao,uoualy and V is false. 
Inde~endence of VI. Ta.~e as the set S the 3 elmnents 
(.E1 .,E3,E,o} arranged in the thre:e m-cla.saes (E1E2) .• (E1E3), (E2E3J and all assumptions of set A are ~atisfied except VI 
and VI is fala_e. 
Independenc'e of VIr. · Ta.lee as the set S the ·numbers 
(1.2.3,4 ••• ·~· •• ,13) arranged in the 13 m-cla.sses as follows: 
. l l .· ~ 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 l 1 . 
2 5 5 6 7 5 6 7 5 6 7 8 9 
3 s a 10 i2 10 12 a . 12 a io :io 11 
4 7 9 ll 13 13 9 11 ll l3 9 . l2 13. 
11•' 
. These 13 elements and the 13 m-ola.sses indicated 
satisfy all of assumptions A except VII and VII is false. 
The;re;fore assumptions A. are independent 'vhen .P:2. 
·.Since assumptions. A are· consistent and ·independent, they 
.a.re irreducible when ~=2. 
Ca.se,P•3 • 
. We \vish to show assumptions A are consistent and in-
dependent when P•3 and P.fl:4. !i,· · 
Consistency. Ta.lee as the set S the numbers (1,2, 3~: 
4 •••• 1 13) arranged in 13 m-cla.ssea as follows: 
l l 2 
2 5 5 
3 6 8 





3 3 . 3 
5 6 ? 
10 12 8 
13 9' ll 
4 4 4 
5 6 7 
12 8 10 
11 13 9 
l ·l a 9 
10 11 
12 13. 
These 13 elements and 13 m-classes·· indicated satisfy 
assumptions A, and the assumptions are therefore consist-
ent when P:3.· · 
Independence of. I. Take as the set S the ? e1·ements 
(Ei~E2 ,E3,E4.,E5 ,E6 ,E,) arranged i~ the two m-_classes 
(E1E2E3E4}, an~ (E1E5E0E7) ~ These '1 elements and 2 m• 
classes sa.tie:fy all or assumptions A exoept I and I is 
false. · 
Independence of II. Talte as· the set S the 6 el·e-
ments (E1, E2 ,E3 ,E4 ,E5 ,E5) arranged in the three m-classes 
( E1 E2E3E4) • . ( E1 E2E5E5 ) and (Es E4.E5Es) • Thea e 6 el em en ta 
and 3 m•clas:.s«4-~satiafy a.11 of assumptions A except II and 
II is f':llee., · 
Independence of III. Take a.a the set S the 16 ele-
ments of-the determinant: 
and· the following 20 m•class es will be :found to ea.tis.fy 
· a.11 of assumptions of set A except· III a.nd III will. be· 
false: . ! . 
The four m-olasses (Akl3J.C1DJ.), (A2B2C2D2) ,. (A3B3C3D3) 
and (A4B4c4n4 ) form.ed from~ rows; 
The fou:r: m•claese~ ,(A1A2A3~4), (J31l32.B3B4), (C1C2C3C4) 
12. 
and (D1 D2D3.D4) formed from columns; 
The twelve m•claases fonned from the determinant, 
each m-cla.ss con ·t:iining one and only one element from each· 
rotv and column, each col Ullin an m-cl ass: 
Independence of IV. If we deny IV, IV is false but. 
all of the othera are satisfied va.cuo\lsly,. 
lndependenc;b of. V. Ta.ke as ,the set S the elements 
(E1, E2, ·m3 ,E4) arranged in the sirlgle m-claes 'CE1E2E3E4). 
The 4 elements and the m-claaa satis:ry assumptions I, II, 
IV, VI and VII, III is satisfied vacuously and 'V is false. 
Independence of VI. Take as the aet S the numbers 1, 
2,3,4,5,6,'7 arranged in the 7-m-classes as· follows: 
1122331 
2 4 4 5 4 5 6 
·3 5 6 7 7 6 ?. 
These 7 elements and the 7 m•classes indic~ted ah.t-
isty all aa.sumptiona of the set A except VI and VI is 
false. 
· Independence of VII. Take as the set S the numbers 
(l,2,3,4 •••••••• ,31) arranged in the 31 m-cla.sses as 







2 2 2 2 2 
7 a 9 lO i1 
12 16 20 24 28 
13 17 21 25 29 
14 18 22 26 30 
15 19 23 27 31 
5 5 5 5 5 
? a 9 io i1 
24 28 12 16 20 
17 21 25 29 13 
30 14 18 22 26 
23 27 31 15 19 
3 3 3 3 3 
7 a 9 io ii 
16 20 24 28 12 
21 25 29 13 17 
26 30 14 18 22 
31 15 19 23 27 
6 6 6 6 6 
7 8 9 10 ll 
28 12 16 20 24 
25 29 13 17 21 
22 26 30 14 18 
19 23 2? 31 15 
4 4 4 4 4 
7 8 9 10 11 
20 24 28 12 1°6 
29 13 l? 21 25 
18 22 26 30 14 
27 < 31 15 19 23 
l l 1 l 
12 13 14 15 
io 17 ia 19 
20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 31. 
These 31 elements and the 31 m-clasaea indicated sat-




Therefore assumptions A a.re independent when P:3. 
Since they are consistent and independent, assumptions· A a.re irreducible· when P•3. 
Case P:5. 
We wish to show assumptions A are consistent and in• dependent when P•5. 
Consis.tency. Take as the set S the ~·1. numbers and 
the 31 m•clas.ses used· in proving independence· of VII . in case P:a. · · · 
· These 31 elements and· 31 m-cla.sses ·1ndica.ted satis-
fy assumptions A·~ and assumptions A are· therefore consis·.t-ent1 when .P:5. 
- Independence· of ·1. Take a.s the set S the elements 
(E1 ,E2 ,1-e3 ,E4 ,E5 ,E0 ,E7,Ee,E9 ,EJo,E11) arranged in the two · 
tn•cla.sses (E1E2E3E4E5Es·) and (E1EfEaE9E10E11). These 11 
elements and 2 m•classes sq.tisf'y all of' assumptions A e:>ccept I and l is. false. 
Independ .. enc~ · ot II. . Take as the · aet S the elements 
{Ei ,E2 ,E:5 ,E4 ,E5:.E6 ,E7 E9~,E9). :arranged in /the, three m-cla~sea \E1l~2E3E4E5E6;, (E1E2E3:m,EgEg) and (E4E5EsE.7EaE9). 
These 9 elements and the 3 m-classes sa.tisfy al'l. of' as• 
sumptions A except II and II is. :fR.lse. · 
Independence ·of III. Take as the set S ·the 36 ~18- -
ments of the determinant D0 in which ·double ·aubscri.:pts are used: · · 
(Aoo Ao1 Ao2 .AcJ3. Ao4 Ao5} 
(Aio A11 A12 A13 A14. A15) 
!A. 20 .. A2.l A22 A23 A24 A25) A30 A31 A32 A33 A.34 A35} . 1\:40 A4:1. A42 A43 ··A44 -A45 A~o A51 A52 As3 Af.)4 A55 • 
As a means Of selecting the m•elassese we .will make 
UEfe o:f n1odular equations~ ln modular equations, the idea of oor1gruence is used and the relation be;tween the two 
.members ot the equati.on is expressed ~Y the sign '!.!" read 
41 congruent to" instead o:f the· sign.":". For example, all 
'integers a.re congruent to 0 or l, modulti$ ,2, 11'1hich means that a.ll integers· divided by 2, give a ):•emain<ier of 0 or l; and all integers are congruent t.e>~Q .• ~. l ._.or, 2, :modulus 
3, which means that all integers divided by 3 give a. re-
mainder of· ·o ... i ·or ~· Thus we .have 2m0, 311, 5!1, modu-
lus 2; 3!0, 5•2, modulus 3; 410, 7!3, modulus 4; 7il, 
1311, 7il3, modulus 6, ate. 
14. 
We select .:for the m-claases ·the .terms in the· expa.n• 
sion of the determinant D6 such that· the elements, Axy 1 
belonging to an m•claas a.re all those which have sub-
scripts :·s_atisfying .a congruence equation o:f the form X!K 
or Y!MX~K, modulus 6,· where Ji and K are the numbers. (O,l, 
2,3,4,5); (i.e. residues modulus 6). There are exactly 
42 of these equations. For assumptions VI and VII show 
that, eacb m-class n:iust have 6 anq. only e .elements of s, 
and aosumptions ·I and II show that there muat be a. dis-
tinct m•class for each pair of elements of D6• Since the 
· first elem.ant of the m-cla.sses can be chosen i11 36 differ-
ent ways• .and the sec,ond ele"nent in 35 di f.ferent wa.ys, 
a~d since there _a.re 30 ":lays of choosing pairs of elements 
within an m'9class ,' there must be 36 x 35 + 30 or 42 dis-
tinct m-clasoes. This follows from permutations and com-
binations. 
The following page gives a ruap of· the concrete exam-
ples 0£ m-clasaes so chosen that the modular equations 
X!K and YSJ!X+K, modulus 6, are satisfied for all the val-
ues of K/ a.nd 1€ wher9 IC and :JI a.re the ,numbers (o ,1,2,3.,4, 5). 
The pairs of numbers at the top of: the page repreo.i. 
sent Axy of the determinant D6 • The X equations on the left represent rows and the 7 equations represent col-
umns in the determinant D5. The crosses in the Sl'tlall 
squarea represent incidence of rows and columns, lthile . 
the rcn1s .of' crosses represent the m•classes. 
To show that the set S of 36 points satisfy all of 
the assumptions ,except III, it is only. necessary te> ·no-
tice: 
I.and, II are true since E1 ·and E:a.are found once and 
only once in each m-class; 
IV and V are obviously true; 
vi and VII are true since .each m-cla.ss contains ex-
actly 6 elements. 
~ ~..., 
Independence of IV. If we deny IV. IV is false and 
all o-£ the others a.re satisfied vacuously •. 
Independence of' V. Take as the aet S the 6 elements 
JE1 .:m2 ,E3 ,E4 ,E5 ,E6 ) a.rra.nged in the single m-class (.EiE2 
~5E4E5E5J. These 6 elements and them-class satis~y as-
sumptions I, II, IV, VI and VII, III is· sa.tisf'ied vacuous-
I .S-
16 
ly and V is false. 
· Independence ·or VI. 1.'ake as the set S the 57 numbers 








2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
16 22 28 34 40 46 52 
17 23 29 35 ·41 47 53 
18 24 30 36 42 48 54 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
22 28 34 40 46 52 16 
29 35 41 4? 53 17 2q 
36 42 48 54 18 24 30 
43 49 55 19 25 31 37 
50 56 20 26 32 38 44 
57 21 27 33 39 45 51 
'7 14 
8 15 
. 19 25 31 ' 37 43 49 55 
20 26 7>2 38 44 50 56 
21 2? 33 39 45 51 57 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
·28 34 40 46 5fl. 16 22 
41 47 53 17 23 29 35 
54 ia: 24 30 3~· 42 48 
25 31 37 43 49 55 19 
38 44 56 56 20 26 32 
51 ' 57 ,·21 27 33 39 45 
;' 
6 6 6 6 ~ 6 6 
9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 
40 46 52'16 22 28 34 
23 29 35 41 47 ·53 l? 
48 54 18 24 30 36 42 
31 37 43 49 55 19 25 
56 20 26 32 38 44 50 
39 45 51 57 21 27 33 
a a a a a a a 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
52 .16 22 28 34 40 46 
47 53 17 23.29 35 41 
42 48 54 18, 24 30 36 
37 43 49 55 19 25 31 
32 38 44 50 56 20 26 
27'33 39 45 51 57 21 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
9 :10 11 12 13 14 15 
34 40 46 52 16 22 28 
5~ 17 23 29 35 41 47 
30 36 42 48 54 18 24 
49 55 19 25 ·31 37 43 
26 32 38 4~ 50 $& 26 









7 7 7 7 7 7 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
52 16 22 28 34 40 ' 
41 47 53 17 23 29 
30 36 42 48 54 18 
19 25 31 37 ~3 49 
50 56 20 26 32 38 
39 45 .51 57 21 27 
1 l l l 1 1 
16 17 ~8 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 31 32 33 
34 35 36 37 38 39 
40 41 42 43 44 45 
46 47 48 49 50 51 
52 53 54 55 56 57. 
These 57. elements and the 57 m-cla.sses. satisfy all or 
assumptions A except VII and VII.is false. · 
Therefore assumptions A are independent when P~5. 
Since they a.re also consistent, assumptions A are irre-
ducible when·P=5. 
Case P : An Arbitrary Prime. 
We wish to show assum.ptiens A a.re consistent and in-
dependent wh,en P.:. is an. :a~bi tra.ry prim,~. 
Consistenc1. , Talce ::i.S the set S the P2 elements 
A:xy(;x_::O, l, 2,,, ~. ,p.;.1; ~9, t, ?! , , , ,P..l) of Dp".-1 aa given 
be~ow and the elements· {A()p 1 A1p,A2pn~,,, "-pp1;. and· for ·the m•classes of the set S the :p2tP+l c.laslles as shown in a·: 
subsequent, paragraph. · · 
. . In arranging- the general set S,, each .of whose m-claasee 
contains ~-1. elemen~s ;. we will first expand the deter• 
;mina.nt Dpei.l with double subscripts with only P elements 
·'to the row and ;Co~umn: . . , ··· . 
Aoo Ao1 Ao2 Ao 3 • • • •: • ; • • • • Ao f P-1 ) 
A10 A11 . A12 · A13 •.•. ~ •.•. 4!.~ ~ • .A1· ·P·l) 
A20. A2l A22 A23 •. ~. ~ •. -. ~ ~ •, • • A2 ( P• l ) A'.·· Az1 A32 A33 •. •; •. ~:· •. •, •·• • A3 (P•1) 30 
DP-1;: • • • • . . 
• • • •. . . 
• •., • . .
• • • • . . . 
; . .  . . •' . •. . 
.·:A{p~1.)o. A(·P~l)l }4(:e~1J2 ·A(p-·1 }3.·.· • •. ., .-A(P-1) (P•l} •. 
. ~ ' ' . ' 
For the. sake .of convenience, we will, let the set S·' 
repr.esent: ;t~~:._:_:l.ements of Dp-1. · 
;We i;ave a ",dete.rmi~a.nt of P2. ~leme.nts. · .From assump-
tions I and· II. 1 t follows there mµst be an m-class for 
each distinct pair of· elements and,. from assumptions VI 
and. VII, ea.ch m-class must contain P and only P elements 
of Dpe:.1• ·. Since ··the first elemerit of each m-class of the 
set s:• qa.n· pe chosen in p2 ways and the second element 
in p2-1· ways, and since there are (P-l.)P ways of choos-
ing pairs of elements within an m-claas, there must be 
exactly p2(p2-1) • P(P+l) distinct m-classes in set S' • 
. P(P-l) . . . 
To select the p2tp m-classes of set s• from DP-1• 
we make use of modular. equations as was done in the in-. 
dependenCEproof of assumption III for the case P:5. 
we· ta.ke for our m-clas·ses of the· set· S' the terms in 
the expansion of Dp.1 such .that the ,1ements belonging to 
an m~class. are those. whose subscripts satisfy a congruenc.e 
·equation of· the form X!:K or Y!MX.f.K, modulus P,. wP,ere M and · 
K represent the numbers (,0,1,.2,3 ••••• ,P-l). For there a.re 
p2fPcongruence ~quations of the form X:K and YEM.X+K; p2 
of the form Y!MXfK a.nd P o·f :form XSK. · 
From the m .. cla.sses thus made up from the set S', we 
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derive the general set of p2+Pfl m-claases as follows: to 
each m•claas determined by a congruenc~ equation XaK mod-
/ ulus P, whereKha.s the values (O,l,2,3, •••••.•• ,P•l), we 
add the elemen·t ~0p; to the m-classes determined by the 
oongrtl'ence equa.ti.ons <YiMXtK,. modfrl.us- P, where M a.nd K have 
the ·values ( o, i ·,2.;3, ~ •••• tP~l) ~·.we ... add .the elements 
( A1p.A2P,A3p, ~ •• • •.•••• Appl successi~eiy' one to each. In 
other words, to them-classes determined by the congru-
ence equations YIMXfK, modulus P \vhen M is O ~d K has 
the values (O,l,2,3, ..... ,P-l}, we a~d the elentent A1p• to 
the m•classes determined by the congruence equations 
Y!MXfK, modulus P, where lVI is l and K has· the values· ( 0, 
l, 2 ,3, ••• ~ ,P-l), w~ add the element A2p and so on for the · 
remaining congruence equations and the remaining elements, 
( A3p , A4p , •••.• , App ) • . _ . . : . . · . . _. . . . . _ · 
To. show that these m•cla.sses. ~a~i-~fy. assumpti()ns A, 
it is only necessary to notice: · · · · · · ·· · · · · 
Aseumptions I and II are satisfied, since, in the 
m-clasaes determined by -the congruence equa.ti-ons XiK and 
Y=MX+K., m~dulu:s .P, where M a.nd K have the values (0,1;2, 
2, •••• ,P-1) 1 , each pair of elements is found once and only 
once in an m~class, and,. a.fter elements .. (A()p ,A1 )-.A.2) ; •••.• 
• •.•,App) are added, each m-class will have eYa.ctly Ptl 
elements; · · , · · 
I -· ' 
Assumption~ ;III is satisfied after the ~1.ddi ti on of 
the elements (AC)p,A1p,A.2p ...... ,A.pp) since.each pair of 
m-classes haa :one and only one element of S in ~ommon; 
Assumptionsi~:v1 and VII- are satisfied, since every 
congruence equation of the fonn X!K or Y:I'lXfK; modulus P, 
where Mand K have the values (O,l,2,3 •••• ,P•l) are sat-
isfied by exactly P :pairs of values· of (X,Y); and, when 
the extra element· ia added, each m•class, will have exact-
ly Pfl elements. Hence assumptions A are· consistent for 
an arbitrary prime P• · · 
Indep~ndeno~) of I. Take as the set S the -elements 
E~,E2. ,E3, •••• • 1EPf1 ·~·~· •••. •. ,E2Pfl and_ the twci m•cla.sses 
( 1!ii E2E3 ••••• EpJ 1 / and 'l .!!p.p l F.p-.' 2 Ep~ 3 ~ •••.• E2pf l ) • These 2Pfl elements b.iid two m-cla.sses satisfy all of a.ssump.;. 
tions A except I and, I is false. 
Independence of II. Take, as· the set S the ,elements 
E! ,E2 ,E3, •••• ·Ep+1 ·Et?~2 ,. ,• ••• E2p.;i· and. ,the .three m-olasses 
(J~1E2E3ill4••••E.P,f.11 • 1 tJJ1~E3E4 • • • • • E2P,tl) and ( • • • • •:Ei>..,tl • • • 
••• E2p41) so arranged that each m-class has P+l. elements. 
These 2Pfl elements and 3 m-classea satisfy all of assump-
tions A except II and II is false .• 
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Independence of III. Take as the aet· s · the (Ptl) 2 
elements of the determinant Dp .• 
(Aoo 
(A10 
Ao1 Ao2 Ao3• • • ~ •' .:. • • • • • AoP). 
Au.•••••••••• .AlP ! A1l A12 
(A20 A21 A22 · A23 .. • • • ·• • • • • • .A2p 
(A30 A~u A32 .A.33 •••••••••••• A3p 
DP - ( . ... , ... ~·e.: ! '' ' • • • 
LL 
• • • • 
• • • 
• • • • 
Ap1 Ap2 .Ap3 •. • .. ~ • • ~-·. • • • • App • 
and for the m-ciasses of .the set S the (P+l)(P+2) ·terms in 
th~· expansion .(Jf ·Dp·, · · ... , · 
From assumptions VI and "VII, .there must be exactly 
Ptl' elements in every m-cla.ss of the set S ~- and from as-
sumptions I and II,. there must .. be an ··m·class for· ea.ch 
,.. distinct pair .of elements A.xy of Dp. Since the first 
element can be· selected" in ... TPtl )2 waytJ and .. the second in 
(Ptl )2~1 ways and "·since· there ··are P(P~l) · wa.ys 'df choosing 
~a.irs ~r elements. vii thin an m~class, there must ·t>e 
l(Ptl )' ) .( (Pfl )2-1 l : (P+.l) (Pf2) distinct m-classes. 
P {Ptl) . . . .. ·.. . . . · · 
We select for our m-dlaaaes ·the terms i~ the expan-
sion of .:Dp ·such that the elements Axy belonging to a.n m-
clasa a.re· all' those whose subscripts satisfy a congruence 
equation of::form X:K or' Y!MXtK, modulus Ptl, where J! and 
IC are the rium.bers (0,1;2,3, •••• ,P)a ·For there A.re eJtact-
ly (P+l)(P.f.2) con'gruence equations of·the form x:K2or Y51JIX4K, ·modulus P+l; l?fl of the form XEK and (P+l) · of 
form YSMX+I( and each equa,tion is satisfied by P+l pairs 
of values (X;Y). . · 
To show that the set S ·of' (Pfl )2 points (X, Y) and 
(P+.l)(P+2) lines as we hr-ive chosen them satisfy all 'of 
aaslimpt~ons k except III, 1 t. is only necessary. t~. notice: 
. Assumption I· is satisfied since a congruence equa-
. tion of the form X;K· or Y!1ilfK has the K, or the P!.'fK, com-
pletely and uniquely· determined by 'two pairs of subscripts 
{.X, Y) which s~tisfy it; · 
(a) Assumption II is aatiaf'i ed since, to the modulus 
P+l, no subscript· (X,Y) which satisfy an equation of the 
form X:K1 ca.n s~tiafy an equation 'X8K2 where K1,K2. (Sim-
ilar argument app~:les to the equation Y:Kl.;. ; . 
(b) No two distinct subscripts (X1,.Y1) and (X1,Y2) 
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which satisfy a.n equation( of '',the :form XiX1 .. can both sat-
isfy a.n equation o:f the :form. -YSMX+K since f'rom· Y1!M..X1fK 
a?d Y2iMX1-K would follow. Y1iY2,. cont~a.r~. to the suppo-
ai ti on that· (x1 ,Y1 ) and (x1 _, Y2 J a.re distin~t. . 
( c) No tw~ distinct subs.cripte · (x1 ,Y1 ) and {X2 ,Y2 ) can both satisfy two distinct equations of the form Y: 
M1XfK,,· and' Y:M2XtK2 (lll and M2 not both zero). .for, if so, from Y1 EM1X1+K1 ana Y1iM2X1+K2 follows X1EK2-K19 and from 
. ' .. ·~2 
· Y2SM1X2tK2 and r:M2X2iK2 similarly X2§!2-K1; and hence . M1-M2 
:X1:X2 and from Y1aH1X1fK1 and Y2!M1X2+K1 would follow 
Y1:Y2 :contrary to suppoai.tion. (M1=M2 gives immediately K1 =K2 contrary. to supposi ti.~.n); 
Assumption. III is :raise since the m-classes deter-
mined by X5K1 arid XiK2 have no elements in common if 
KJ]f.K2, for ex.ample Xil and· Xi2, modulus ·Pfl • 
Assumptions IV.and.V are obviously true; 
Assumptions VI· a.ndVII a.re .satisfied since every con-
gruence equation of f'orm.X:Xor YBMX+K, modulus P~l, is 
s a tis fi ed by e:xa.c tly Pf-l pairs of values (X, Y). 
Independ.ence of IV. If we deny IV, IV ia .. false and 
a.11 of the others a.re sa.tis.fied vacuously~ 
Independenc.B" of V. . Take as the set S the elements 
(E1 ,E2 , E3 ••••••. •. Ep_..1 ) and . the single m-cla.ss {E1 E2E3 ••• • • ·.Ep+1). These Pfl elements and the one m•class ea.t-
is fy as sump ti ons I , II , IV, VI and VII , III is satisfied 
vacuously, a.nd V is false. 
Independence of VI. Ta.lee as the set s· the 31 numbers 
( 1,2 ,3 ,4 ••••••• , 31) a.nd the 31 m-classes as found on 'page 
lA, a.nd assumption VI is false and all of the others are 
true. 
Independence of VII. Since P is an arbitrary prime, 
we can choose.: Pi a. 11rger prime. Hence we can determine 
a set· S'' of lj2_i .. ~+1 elements and PftP1.tl m-classes that .will satisfy all. of assumptions. A, except VII and VII will 
be false. 
Therefore assumptions A are independent for an arbi· 
tra.ry prime P. Since they are also .consistent. assump-
tions A. are irreducible for an arbi tra.ry prime. P. 
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Assumptions B~ 
To illustrate clearly the method and for the sake of 
ease in following the argument in the general case, the 
proofs will be given in detail ~or the cases P=3 and pe5. 
These will be followed by the proof for an a.rbi trary 
prime. 
Case P=3. 
We wish to show that assumptions B are consistent 
and. ·independent· when P=3e: 
Consistency. Take as tbe set S the numbers (1,2 13, 
4,5?6,7,8,9) arranged in the 12 m-clasaes as follows: 
l 4 l 1 l 
2 5 4 5 6 
3 6 ? B 9 
2 2 2 '3 3 3 7 
456 456 a 
8 9 7 9 7 8 9. 
i ~ 
These 9 elenents and ·the 12 m-classes indicated sat-
isfy assumptions B a.nd the· assumptions a.re therefore con-
sistent when P=3. 
·· Independence of I. Take as the set S the elements 
(l ,2 ,·3 ,4 .5 ,.6 ,7 ,8 ,9) and the m-classes as· given in showing 
consistency above,· omitting the last m•class. These 9 
elements_ and 11 m-classes satisfy all of assumptions B 
.except l and I ,is false. · 
. . Independence of II. Take a.a .the set S the numbers 
(1,2,3, 4,5,6~·7,8,9) and the m•classea as ·given in showing 
consistency above increased by the m-cla.ss (l ,4 18). These 
9 el001ents ~nd 13 m-classes satisfy all of assumptions B 
except II and 11 is false. -
.. Irtdependence of III~ If we deny III, III is false 
and .. all of the othe~s are satisfied vacuously. 
· . Independence of IV. Take as the set S the 4 elements 
(E1 .-.E? ,,E3,E4) arranged in the 6 m-cl.assea, (E1E2 ), (E3E4), 
(E1.E3 J, (E1E4),. ( Eift13) and (E2E4). 'These 4 elements and · 
6 m-classes satisfy all of assumptions B except IV and IV 
is false.· · · 
Independence of V. - Take as the set S the numbers 
(l,2,3,4,5. ~ •••.•• ,25) arr·anged in the 30 m-classes as 
follows: 
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l 6 1 l l l l 2 2 2 2 . 2 3 3 3 3 3 
2 7 6 7 a 9 10 6 7 8 9 10 6 7 8 9' 10 
3 8 11 14 17 20 23 14 17 20 23 ll 17 20 23 11 14 
'4. 9 12 15 18 21 24 18 21 24 12 15 24 12 15 18'21 
5 10 13 16 19 22 25 22 25 13 16 19 "16 1'9 22 25 13 
4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5. 5 11 12 13. 
6 7 8 9 10 ·6 7 8 9 10 14 15 16 
20 23 11 14 r? 23 11 14 17 20. '"17 18 19 
15 18 21 24 12 21 24 12 15 18 20 21 22 
25 13 16 19 22 19 22 25 1.3 16 23 24 25. 
These 25 elements in the 30 ·m-cl~ases satisfy all of 
th.e ~ssumptions of set B exce-pt V and V ia f'als e. 
Independence of VI. Take as th·e' 'ffet · S' .th~ 7 numbers 
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7) arranged in 7 m-cl ra.ss es as follows: 
l l 2 2 .3 3 l 
2 4 4 5 4 5 6 
3 5 6 ? 7 6 7. 
These 7 elements and 7 m;..clasaes satisfy all of F.ts-
sumptions B e:xcept VI and VI is f::ilse. Since they are 
also consistent, assumptions B are irreducible when P=3. 
Case P = 5. 
We wish to show in this case. that assumptions B are 
consistent and independent. 
Consistency. Take as the set S t}?.e numbers· (1,2 ,3, . 
4,5,6,7, ••••••••• ,25) and the 30 rn-clqsses given in the 
independence proof of V, case ·P=3. These 25 elements 
and 30 m•cl~sses satisfy assumptions B, and ~ssumptione 
B are therefore consistent• 
Independence of I. Take as the set S the numbers 
(1,2,3,4,5 ••••• ,25) arranged in the 30 m-cl~sses as given 
in the independence proof of. v. case' p:3' omitting the 
the last m-clasa. These 25 elements and 29 m-classea sat-
isfy all of assumptions B except I and I is false. 
·independence of II. Take as the set S the numbers · 
(1,2,3,4,5 ••••• ,25) and the m-clasaee given in showing con-
sistency of p:5 increased by them-class (l,6,16,17,24). 
These 25 elements and 31 in-classes satisfy all of assump-
# • tions B except II and II is false~ 
Independence of III. If we deny III, III is false 
and all of the others are satisfied· V8.cuoualy. 
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I 
Independence of IV• Take as the set S the numbers 
(l,·2,3, 4,5,6,7 ,8,9) arranged J.n ·them-classes as given 
showing consi·stency when P=3. These 9 elements and 12 
m-claeses satisfy all of assumptions l3 except IV and IV is 
false. . · . ·· , 
lridependence of V. Talce as the set S the numbers 
( l, 2, 3, 4, 5 >6·• • ~ •• , 49) arranged in the following 56 m-








l. l .· l l i l' l 
,,8 ·.9 10 11121~ 14. 
15 ~b 25 30 35 40.45 .. 
. 16. 21 26 31 36 41 46 
17 22 27.32.37 42 47 
~l~ 23 28 33 38 43 48 
,19 24 29 3~ 39 44 49 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14' 
20 25 30 35 40 45 15 
26 31 36 41 46 16 21 
32 37 42 47 17 22 27 
38 43.48 18 23 28 33 
44 49 19 24 29 34 39 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
' 25 30 '35 40 45 15 20 
36 414616 21 26 31. 
47 17 22 27 32 37 42' 
23 28 33 38 43 48 18 
3. 39 44 49 19 24 29 
5 5 5 5 5 5 ~ 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
35 40 45 15 20 25 30. 
21 26 31 36 41 46 16 
4a47 l? 22 27 32 37 
28 33.38 43 ~8 18 23 
49 19 24 29 34 39 44 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
45 15 20 25 30 35 40 
41 46 16 21 26 31 36 
37 42 47 17 22 27 32_ 
33 38 43 48 18.23 28 
29 34 39 44 49 19 24 
l ~ < ' < I 1 : • 1 ~ . > 
4 ·4 4 4 4 4 .4 
a. 9· io 1112 13 14 
.~o 35 40 45 15 20 25 
46 16 21 26 31 36 41 
27 32 37 42 47 17 22 
43 48 18 23 28.33.38 
.24 29 34 ·39 44 49·19 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
40 45 15 20 ~5 30 35 
31 36 414616.21 26. 
22 2? 32 3? 42 4? l? 
48 18 23 28 33·39 43 
39 44 49 19 24 29 34 
15.16 17 18 19 
.20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 
30 31 32 33 34. 
35 36 37 38 39 
4e0 41 42 43 44 
45 46 47 48 49 • 
. These 49 eiements and 56 m~classes.satiafy all of 
asaumptio~s·B except V and Vis false. 
Indepencience ot VI. Take as the set. S the numbers 




2 2 2 2 s · 7 a 9 
10 13 16 19 
3 3 3 3 
6 ? ·8 9 
13·10 19 16 
4 4 4 4 
6 '1 8 9 
19 16 13 10 
24 
4 8 11 14 17 20 17 20· 11 14 14 11 20 17 
5 9· 12 15 18 21 21 18 15 12' 18 21 12 15 
·5 5 5 5 1 1 l 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
16 19 10 13 13- 14 15 
20 17 14 11 16 .17 18 
15 ·12 21 18 19 20 21 
These 21 elements and· 21 m-cla.sses s~.tisfy all of 
assumptions B eJ{c_ept VI and VI is false. Therefore, r.is-
sumption~ B are independent when 1?=5. Since they are al-
so· consistent, ,R..s~umptions B are i r;reduci ble when P= 5. · 
General Case P : Ari Arbitrary l?rim.e • 
. We· are now: prepared to show· tha.t assumption~ B are 
consistent a.nd independent when P is a.n a.rbi trary prime. 
Consistency. Take. as the 'ae~ S the elements A;xy(x=O, 
1,2 ••• ~,P-l; y=o.1,2 ••••• P-l) of DP-1• and for m-cla.ases 
of the set S the p2f P terms in th.e expansion of Dp.1 to 
be selected ,aa. e:xpl a.i ned later: · 
't~ Aoo Ao1 Ao2 Ao3 ••.• • ••• •·• • • • ~ • ·AoP-l 
, A10 A.11 A12 A13 • • ·• • • • • • • • .• • • • • A.1P-l 
A2o A21 A22 A23 • • • • • • • • •. •· • • • •· .A2P-l 
A30 A;n A32 .· A33 • • • • •.• • • • ~ ~ • • • .A3p .... 1 
• • • • 
Dp.1: • • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • .. • 
• • • •· • Ap-10. Ap.11 Ap-..12 Ap-13 AP-lP•l. 
. ' . 
. . ' ' ; . . 
From assumptions IV and V • every m-clasa must contain 
e:xac tly P elements of .the set s. From ·assumptions I and 
II, there mu~t ·be an m•cla.ss for each distinct p:::iir of el-· 
ements Axy• Since the first pair 9f .elements can be cho-
sen in pG ways and the second in p2.1 .ways and since.there 
P(P-1) ways of choosing airs of' elements within an m-cla.es, 
there must be exactly p2 P2-l : p2fp distinct m•claaees. 
~lP . 
We select' for our m-classes the terms in the expansion 
of Dp.1 such that the elements Axy belonging to an m-class 
are all those whose subscripts satisfy a. congruence equation 
of f'orm X!K or Y:l1IXfK, modulus P. where 1! and K have· the 
values (0 ,1,2 .3 •••• ,P-1). For there a.re exactly p2tp con-
gruence equations 0£ the form. XaK or Y-aJllX+K, modulus P; P 
of the form XiK and p2 of ·the .:form Y:n+K and. each. equation 
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ia satisfied by exactly P pairs of values (X,Y). 
To show that the set S of p2 elements (X,Y) and p2fp 
·m-clq.sses as we have chosen them, satisfy all of assump-
tions B, it is only necessary to notice; 
Assumptions I and It are satisfied, since, in the m-
cla.sses_ determined by the congruence eque.tions XEK a.nd 
Y:MXtK, modulus P, where 1'l and K have all of the possible 
values (0,1,2,3 •••• ,P-·l). every E1 and E2 can be found 
once and onl~ once satisfying a. congruence equation• 
Ass~p.tions III, IV, and V are obviously satisfied; 
Assumption VI is satisfied since the different sets 
of m-:classes XiK1 and XiK2 ea.ch have a conjugate and since 
the different ·sets of m-classes Y:M1){tK1 and Y:M2X+K2 ea.ch 
have a c~njugate since M1r'M2 and K1.lK2. . . . 
lhci'ependencfe of I. Take as the set S the P pairs of 
elements Axy and form-classes those. given in showing con-
sistency above,· omitting the class X!K1 • Assumption I, 
then, is false and all of the others are true.· · 
Independence of II. Take as the set_S the·p pairs of 
elements Axy .and the m-classes given in showing consistency 
except that we repeat an m-claes. Assumption II is false 
and all of the others are true •. 
Independence of III. If we deny III, III is false and 
all of the others are satisfied vacuously. 
· Independence of IV. Ta.lee a.a the set S the numbers ( 0, 
~ 1,2,3, •••• ,25) arranged in the 30 m•classea as given in 
~howing the independence of V in case p:3. These 25 ele-
ments and 30 m-classes satisfy all of assumptions B ex• 
cept IV and IV is false. 
Independence of v.· Since Pis an.arbitrary prime, we 
can choose Pi a larger prime •. Hence we can determine a set 
S'' of Pi 2 elements and P1 a?tP1 m-classes tha.t will satis'fy -,. all· of assumptions .B except V and V is false. 
Independence of ·vI-. Take as the set s .the P elements 
(E1 ,E2 ,_E3 ••••.•• ,Ep) · arra~.g.ed in the one m-class (E1E2E3 ••• 
• • • Ep:} •. These P · elementa. and the single m-class satisfy 
all of asaumpti-o;ns ·13 except VI and VI is false. 
Therefore· assumptions B are independent when P is an 
arbitrary prime. Since· they are also consistent, assump-
tions B are irreducible when P is an arbitrary prime. 
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